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Digital transformation or innovation has become the topic of debate in each boardroom and LOB agenda. However, several
business leaders may understand that the complexness associated with digital innovation could also be a significant obstacle
preventing them from realizing any true worth.
Firms would love a digital core to overcome complexness and drive digital transformation. SAP S/4 HANA is such a digital
core that will facilitate companies to overcome complexness and thrive in today's troubled market. S/4 HANA helps you reinvent
your business model by providing quick access to real-time information.

S/4 HANA implementation Methodology
Let’s jump ahead and have a look at the 'new implementation' scenario with SAP S/4 HANA. SAP always recommends the SAP
Activate procedure for S/4 HANA implementation. SAP Launch methodologies and combines three core pillars – SAP guided
configuration, SAP Best Practices, and Methodology. SAP Activate Methodology offers each Cloud and on-premise solution. It is
a standard and agile framework that accelerates migration or implementation to S/4 HANA.
SAP Activate consolidates the data and accelerators to help you innovate quicker than before.
Throughout the project life cycle, SAP Activate follows 6 phases:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Discover,
Prepare,
Explore,
Realize,
Deploy,
And Run.

The SAP S/4 HANA Roadmap provides elaborated info on the implementation and specific methodologies. The Roadmap view
of the Tool relies on Fiori applications and aims to guide you on your S/4 HANA journey by providing you project enhancement
and alternative relevant info on the product implementation.
• Accelerate and simplify the adoption of SAP S/4HANA Cloud
• Accelerate and simplify the adoption of SAP S/4HANA Cloud for faster time to value, using best practice business processes
with the knowledge of being legally compliant in numerous countries.
• Reduce the cost of operations by using standardized processes
• Manage multiple geographies, divisions, subsidiaries, and ledgers with global and country-specific content
• Drive operational efficiencies and adjust to regulations
• Empower business and IT users equally with guided configuration
• Allow a first-hand experience of SAP S/4HANA Cloud with instant guided trials
• Update and alter customer-specific configuration using SAP S/4HANA life-cycle management tools

SAP S/4HANA: Best Practices on the way to Migrate Strategies for Integration,
Process Continuity, and Governance Challenges
SAP is a tremendous application that eventually transforms the way a company does business. it's highly configurable and
certainly, supports many processes and their variations out of the box. However, it still cannot do everything. SAP integration
with non-SAP systems is commonly needed for efficient business operations.
This is so because SAP forms the core of the enterprise and has data that other applications would wish to figure.
As enterprise organizations still transition more services to become accessible from the cloud for their customers and
employees, the speed of integrating, governing, and orchestrating data between ERP and non-ERP applications is exponentially
rising. However, there are some interesting nuances to the present Element compared to other Elements.
SAP S/4HANA is the core ERP to several of the biggest organizations within the world, automating and centralizing all aspects of
the business. due to this, the range of use cases and implementations of S/4HANA stretch across every vertical and kind of
business you'll imagine, from cars to software to oils.

Given the extensive range and high level of customization with each implementation of S/4HANA, we had to make the ability for
our customers to adopt the need of the integration with 3rd party applications potentially in many different scenarios. To
accomplish this, SAP Experts created a general resource based on the BAPI (Business APIs) and ODATA framework of SAP that
connects to the heart of the data flowing within an SAP S/4HANA Cloud environment.
Expertise can access the precise tables within S/4HANA. This approach gives the general access needed but allows for the entire
customization to increase accessibility area in the S4HANA environment.

Why is that this important?
This permits customers that are using a hybrid application environment (SAP and non-SAP) to access and govern the data they
care about throughout their entire ecosystem. From the frontline applications of CRM, Marketing Automation, and Human
Capital Management all the thanks to their ERP of choice, during this case, SAP S/4HANA. This becomes tangible when
orchestrating different operation scenarios like:
•
•
•
•

Hire-to-Retire,
Order-to-Cash,
Lead-to-Customer,
and Procure-to-Pay.
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